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We study a common value, …rst-price auction in which the number of bidders is endogenous: the seller (auctioneer) knows the value and solicits bidders at a cost. The number of bidders, which is unobservable, may thus depend on the true value. Therefore, being solicited conveys information. This “solicitation e¤ect”may soften competition and impede information aggregation. Under certain conditions, there is an equilibrium in which the seller solicits many bidders, yet the resulting price is not competitive and fails to aggregate any information. More broadly, these ideas are relevant for markets with adverse selection in which informed traders initiate contacts.



This paper analyzes a common value, …rst-price auction with the novel feature that the number of bidders may depend on the value. Speci…cally, there are a single good and two states, ` and h, with the common value of the good, v! , ! = `; h, satisfying vh > v` . In state ! there are n! bidders, who receive conditionally independent signals but do not observe ! or n! . One of the main insights is that the state dependent participation might soften the bidding competition to the point where bidders with high signals are pooling on a common bid (atom) below the ex-ante expected value. This means that, when there are many bidders, the winning bid is essentially independent of the state and possibly noncompetitive.1 This is interesting and somewhat surprising from the perspective of auction The authors gratefully acknowledge support from the National Science Foundation under Grants SES1123595 and SES-1061831. Daniel Fershtman, Deniz Kattwinkel, Guannan Luo, Au Pak, Andre Speit, and Qinggong Wu provided excellent research assistance. y University of Bonn, Department of Economics, [email protected]. z Northwestern University, Department of Economics, [email protected]. 1 The term “competitive” means here approximate equality between the ex-ante expected winning bid and the ex-ante value.
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analysis. But, perhaps more importantly, it implies that in markets exhibiting this sort of adverse selection, the price may fail to aggregate information.2 To understand this insight, recall that, in an ordinary common value auction (with the same known number of bidders across states), winning at a lower bid re‡ects more negatively on the value of the object than winning at a higher bid. Consequently, partially informed bidders try to evade adverse selection by bidding more aggressively and in the process inject their information into the price. For this reason, an ordinary auction with many bidders is both nearly competitive and may aggregate the information well. In contrast, with state dependent participation, more aggressive bidding might involve more severe adverse selection. If there are su¢ ciently more bidders in state ` than in state h, just being included in the auction already involves a “participation curse” that depresses the expected value estimate held by a bidder. A bidder who overbids everybody else would bear the full strength of this “curse.” But winning at an atom would partly o¤set the “participation curse:” since more bidders are likely to bid at the atom in state `, the probability of state h, conditional on winning, is higher than its interim probability. Thus, there is a “winner’s blessing” at the atom. This e¤ect is demonstrated with an example. We also point out in the discussion that this e¤ect is robust and actually inevitable when there are many bidders and relatively many in the low-value state.3 To see why, suppose that in such a situation the equilibrium bidding function was strictly monotone. Then winning with a “middle bid”(that wins with probability less than one) instead of the highest bid would be pro…table owing to positive inference about the value, since there is less competition in the high-value state. This leads to bunching of the bids, contradicting the supposed monotonicity. This contradiction resolves itself through the emergence of an atom. State dependent participation may arise for many reasons. This paper focuses on a straightforward reason— bidder solicitation by an informed seller. The seller, who knows the state !, solicits n! bidders at a cost s per bidder. The solicited bidders, who do not observe ! or n! , bid on the basis of what they infer about ! from their private signals and from being solicited. The main result shows that, for su¢ ciently small s, this game has an equilibrium in which many bidders are solicited in each state, yet the bid distribution exhibits an atom of the type discussed above. Let us point out what we view as the main contributions of this paper. From the conceptual perspective, one contribution is the idea of considering an auction with state dependent participation. Since such a scenario can arise for a variety of reasons, its analysis is interesting in its own right, independently of a speci…c process that determines 2 The extent of information aggregation is measured here by the proximity of the winning bid in each state to the actual value. 3 The precise condition is that the ratio nnh` exceeds the likelihood ratio of the most favorable signal; see Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013).
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the participation. From the substantive perspective, the paper’s main contributions are, …rst, the introduction of a new model that seems relevant for numerous economically interesting situations and, second, its insights concerning the potential emergence of an atom in the winning bid distribution and the associated failures of competitiveness and information aggregation. Let us elaborate on these two contributions. Viewed narrowly as a model of a single auction with bidder solicitation, it captures a hitherto neglected element of common scenarios where the sale of an asset or the contracting out of a project take the form of a bid collection process. The bidders may not know how many other bidders submit bids, nor do they know how much e¤ort the seller is making to interest potential bidders, but they are aware that such e¤orts may be related to the seller’s private information. Our model might be better suited for discussing such scenarios than standard auction models.4 Viewed more broadly, the “auction” is just a convenient abstraction of a free form price formation process that takes place in a decentralized market environment, rather than in a formal mechanism.5 To have in mind a concrete scenario of this type, consider a stylized market for investment …nance.6 Entrepreneurs, each of whom is seeking to …nance a single investment project, face investors looking to acquire such projects. Each entrepreneur (who is the counterpart of the “auctioneer” in our model) knows the value of her project and contacts multiple investors, who in turn observe signals of the value of the projects presented to them and respond with acquisition o¤ers. Our model adds to this environment the recognition that the entrepreneurs’ e¤orts may depend on their private information and that this may have some real consequences.7 The disconnect between prices and values manifested by the atom might have consequences for the e¢ ciency of resource allocation. In the basic common value environment that we are considering, trade is always desirable, and the price is just a transfer. But with plausible modi…cations like allowing heterogenous private values on either side of the market, the discrepancy between prices and values and the failure to aggregate information would translate to real economic costs. This disconnect suggests that adverse selection might be another possible reason for “sticky prices”— the failure of prices to respond to some changes in the underlying parameters –which have been explained be institutional rigidities, menu costs, collusion, and e¢ ciency wages. The idea is that an equilibrium atom of the sort considered here can 4



Subramanian (2000) contains numerous examples illustrating this point. This is in the spirit of Wilson (1977) and Milgrom (1979, 1981). 6 This is just a parable. Our model is not tailored to this application and by no means intends to o¤er a detailed discussion of …nancial markets. 7 Since quite a few of the main points of interest can already be addressed in the auction-like interaction of a single entrepreneur and the investors she contacts, our formal model and analysis are couched in terms of an auction model. 5
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remain unchanged in the face of moderate changes in the magnitude of the parameters. Finally, lest the reader wonders whether an atom is a contrived theoretical construct with no existence outside the model, the following two points are in order. First, the stark atom of our simple model need not be taken literally. It is a robust consequence of bidders’avoidance of a severe winner’s curse e¤ect. In a version of the model with noise, it would translate to a “cloud” of bunched bids, as argued in Section 3, and, in a richer world, it might take the form of a quite ‡at winning bid distribution rather than an exact atom. Second, the phenomenon of nearly identical (or unnaturally similar) bids or prices is not unheard of in formal auctions8 and markets. It is usually attributed to collusion, and this may well be the right explanation in many cases. Nevertheless, our insight might provide a potential alternative way of thinking about some such scenarios.



1.1



Literature Connections



The question of information aggregation by prices is a fundamental question of economic theory. It was addressed initially in the context of competitive markets by the rational expectations literature, and subsequently in auction market models that account for strategic behavior. In the context of a common value auction, this information aggregation question translates to whether the winning bid is near the true value when there are many bidders (of course, there is no reason to expect it when only a few bidders participate). Translated to the two-state model considered here, Milgrom’s (1979) result is that the winning bid in an ordinary common value auction approaches the true value as the number of bidders grows if and only if the likelihood ratio of the two states is unbounded over the support of the signal distribution (see also Wilson (1977)). A result of this sort is also valid for the case of boundedly informative signals of our model, where an ordinary common value auction always results in some degree of information aggregation, and information aggregation is nearly perfect when both the number of bidders and the informativeness of the signals are large.9 Kremer (2002) showed that ordinary common value auctions become competitive in the sense that the expected price approaches the expected value when the number of bidders grows. Our analysis shows that, with state dependent participation, both of these results may fail and uncovers the conditions under which they are valid. From the perspective of auction theory, the closest papers are Murto and Valimaki (2015) and Atakan and Ekmekci (2015). They also have a common value auction with state dependent participation, but explore other mechanisms that generate it.10 8



See, e.g., Mund (1960) and Comanor and Schankerman (1976). While Milgrom (1979) did not consider the bounded likelihood ratio case, such continuity seems to be implied by his arguments. It is shown explicitly in Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013). Kremer and Skrzypacz (2005) demonstrate that for any nontrivial signals and any k +1-price auction, some information is aggregated in the limit. 10 In Murto and Välimäki (2015), bidders make costly entry decisions after receiving their signals; in 9
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Broecker (1990) and Riordan (1993) model competition among incompletely informed banks for potential borrowers as an ordinary auction— the borrowers contact all the banks for quotes. Our analysis implies that such competition may be signi…cantly a¤ected when borrowers choose how many banks to contact based on their private information. Our model can also be thought of as adding adverse selection to Burdett and Judd’s (1983) simultaneous (“batch-”) search model. In that model, a buyer obtains a sample of prices from sellers of a homogeneous product. Their buyer is the counterpart of our seller. Our model endows this buyer with private information that might a¤ect the seller’s cost. This might be relevant for markets of certain services, such as repair or the above-mentioned credit markets. The presence of adverse selection gives rise to di¤erent analysis and results. In particular, in Burdett and Judd’s model, the more compelling equilibrium becomes competitive when the sampling cost becomes negligible, while this is not necessarily the case in our model. In markets of the sort we are interested in, the contacts made by agents do not always follow a rigid protocol— sometimes they are indeed simultaneous, sometimes sequential, and sometimes a combination of the two. We focus here on the simultaneous case; Lauermann and Wolinsky (2016) explores the sequential scenario. While there are, of course, salient relations between these two papers, there are also meaningful di¤erences in both the analysis and results. More importantly, there are signi…cant di¤erences in the manner in which information is incorporated into prices and allocations. In the sequential-searchwith-bargaining model, there is no direct price competition. The search forces still drive the prices to proximity with the average value, when search frictions are small. But uninformed agents with promising signals cannot actively overbid, and therefore the extent of information aggregation is determined by the interaction of the search and the signal technology. In contrast, in the auction setting price competition plays a prominent role. The uninformed may try to evade adverse selection by bidding more aggressively, and in the process inject their information into the price. For this reason, a large ordinary auction is both nearly competitive and aggregates information well. In the non-competitive equilibria of our model, more aggressive bidding leads to even more severe adverse selection. In this sense, these equilibria are explained by bidding considerations, and they have no counterpart in the search model. Finally, Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) contains a comprehensive analysis of auctions with state-dependent participation, with and without strategic solicitation. Atakan and Ekmekci (2015), bidders’entry decisions di¤er across states due to di¤erences in the value of outside options.
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Model



Basics.— This is a single-good, common value, …rst-price auction environment with two underlying states, h and `. There are N potential bidders (buyers). The common values of the good for all potential bidders in the two states are v` and vh , respectively, with 0



v` < vh . The seller’s cost is zero. Nature draws a state ! 2 f`; hg with prior probabilities



`



> 0 and



h



> 0,



The seller learns the realization of the state ! and invites n! bidders, 1



`+ h



n!



= 1.



N . If



n! < N , the seller selects the invitees randomly with equal probability. We use n to denote the vector (n` ; nh ). The seller incurs a solicitation cost s > 0 for each invited bidder. We assume that vh s .



N



Therefore, N does not constrain the seller.



Each invited bidder observes a private signal x 2 [x; x] and submits a bid b 2 [0; vh ].



Conditional on the state ! 2 f`; hg, signals are independently and identically distributed according to a cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) G! . A bidder neither observes ! nor n! . The invited bidders bid simultaneously: The highest bid wins and ties are broken randomly with equal probabilities. If in state ! 2 fh; `g the winning bid is p, then the payo¤s are v!



bidder and zero for all others. The seller’s payo¤ is p



p for the winning



n! s.



Further Details.— The signal distributions G! , ! 2 f`; hg, have identical supports,



[x; x]



R, no atoms, and strictly positive densities g! . The likelihood ratio



gh (x) g` (x)



is non-



decreasing. This is the weak monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP): larger values of x indicate a (weakly) higher likelihood of the higher value. The signals are not trivial and boundedly informative, 0



gh (x) gh (x) 


The weak MLRP means that discrete signals are a special case of our model. Expected Payo¤s and Equilibrium.— Recall that the state ! 2 f`; hg and the num-



ber of bidders n! are unobservable to bidders. A bidder’s posterior probability of !, conditional on being solicited and receiving signal x, is Pr[!jx; sol; n] = where



!,



g! (x), and



n! N ,



n! ! g! (x) N nh n` ` g` (x) N + h gh (x) N



=



! g!



(x) n! . ` g` (x) n` + h gh (x) nh



respectively, re‡ect the information contained in the prior belief,



in the signal x, and in the bidder being invited. We use “sol”to denote the event that the bidder was solicited. Notice that N cancels out and hence does not play any role in the analysis.
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A bidding strategy



prescribes a bid as a function of the signal realization, : [x; x] ! [0; vh ].



We study symmetric, pure, and non-decreasing bidding strategies. Our companion paper Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) establishes that equilibrium bidding strategies are necessarily non-decreasing when n!



2, ! = `; h, which are the only cases considered in the



present paper. Let



!



(b; ; n) be the probability of winning with bid b, given state !, bidding strategy



employed by the other bidders, and n bidders. The expected payo¤ to a bidder who bids b, conditional on participating and observing the signal x, given the bidding strategy and the participation n = (n` ; nh ), is U (bjx; sol; ; n) =



` g` (x) n` ` (b;



; n` ) (v` b) + ` g` (x) n` +



h gh (x) nh h (b;



; nh ) (vh



h gh (x) nh



b)



. (1)



From here on, ( ; n) and ( ; n! ) will typically be suppressed from the arguments (when there is no danger of confusion) and we write U (bjx;sol),



!



(b), etc, with the understanding



that they depend on a speci…c pro…le ( ; n). Observe that (1) can be alternatively written as U (bjx; sol) = Pr [win at bjx; sol] (E[vjx; sol,win at b]



b) ,



(2)



where E[vjx,sol,win at b] =



` g` (x) n` ` (b) v`



and Pr [win at bjx,sol] =



+ ` g` (x) n` ` (b) +



h gh (x) nh h (b) vh



` g` (x) n` ` (b)



h gh (x) nh h (b)



+ g (x) n `+ ` `



h gh (x) nh h (b)



h gh (x) nh



,



,



(3)



(4)



where ( ; n) is suppressed from the arguments of E [vj...] and Pr [win at bj...], according to the convention adopted above. The numerator and denominator of (1), (3), and (4) can be divided by likelihood ratios



` g` (x) n` ` (b) or ` g` (x) n` to express them in terms of the compound gh (x) nh h (b) (x) nh or h ggh` (x) n` . When convenient, we sometimes use these ` (b) ` g` (x) n` `



h



transformations. Let E [v], without any conditioning, denote the expected ex-ante value of the good E [v] ,
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` v`



+



h vh .



Bidding Game and Bidding Equilibrium



This section focuses on the bidding behavior for a given pattern of state dependent participation. The understanding of this is both of interest in its own right (as discussed in the
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introduction) and used as a building block for the analysis of a full model that includes endogenous solicitation. A bidding game



0 (N; n)



is the game among the bidders given state dependent partic-



ipation n = (n` ; nh ). The ordinary common value auction is a special case of the bidding game with n` = nh . Recall that the state ! 2 f`; hg and the number of bidders n! are unobservable to



bidders.



A bidding equilibrium of for all x, b =



0 (N; n)



is a non-decreasing bidding strategy



such that,



(x) maximizes U (bjx;sol).



One signi…cant consequence of the state dependent participation is the emergence of atoms in the bidding equilibrium. The strategy x (p) , inf fx 2 [x; x] j (x)



has an atom at p if pg , x+ (p) ,



pg < sup fx 2 [x; x] j (x)



(5)



where sup ; = x and inf ; = x. In auctions with private values, a standard argument



involving slight overbidding or undercutting precludes atoms in which bidders get positive payo¤s. This argument does not apply directly to common value auctions, since overbidding the atom may have di¤erent consequences in di¤erent underlying states owing to possibly di¤erent frequencies of bids that are tied in the atom in the di¤erent states. Still, as is shown below, a somewhat more subtle argument still precludes atoms in an ordinary common value auction (n` = nh = n), except at the lowest equilibrium bid. However, when n` > nh , atoms may arise in a bidding equilibrium. Example of an Atom in a Bidding Equilibrium. Suppose that v` = 0 and vh = 1, with uniform prior with densities gh (x) = 0:8 + 0:4x, and g` (x) = 1:2



h



=



`



= 21 . Let [x; x] = [0; 1],



0:4x. Thus,



gh (x) g` (x)



is increasing as



required. 4 Claim 1 Suppose n` = 6 and nh = 2. Let b be any number in [ 13 ; 10 ]. There is a bidding equilibrium in which (x) = b 8x 2 [x; x] .



Proof. Substituting



`



=



h



= 0:5, v` = 0, vh = 1, n` = 6, and nh = 2 into (3) and then



dividing both the numerator and the denominator by E[vjx,sol,win at b] = Since ties at the atom are broken randomly,



E[vjx,sol,win at b] =



gh (x) 2 g` (x) 6



1+



1 2 1 6



gh (x) 2 g` (x) 6



1 2 1 6



1



h



= 1 8



` g` (x)



` (b),



gh (x) 2 h (b) g` (x) 6 ` (b) . (x) 2 h (b) + ggh` (x) 6 ` (b)



b =



1 nh



gh (x) g` (x) (x) + ggh` (x)



= 12 ,



1



`



b =



gh (0) g` (0) (0) + ggh` (0)



=



1 n`



4 10



=



1 6



and



b.



Therefore, the expected payo¤ of bidding b is nonnegative. A deviation to b < b yields zero payo¤ since b > b yields negative payo¤ since



!



!



(b) = 0 for ! = `; h. A deviation to



(b) = 1, for ! = `; h, and hence



E[vjx,sol,win at b > b] =



1



gh (x) 2 1 g` (x) 6 1 (x) 2 1 + ggh` (x) 61



1



gh (1) 2 g` (1) 6 (1) 2 + ggh` (1) 6



=



1 3



b < b.



Therefore, there is no bid b 6= b that yields a higher expected payo¤ than b. The key to the atom’s immunity to deviations is nh =n` < 1. Slightly overbidding the atom would result in a discontinuous increase in the payo¤ in state h, but an even more signi…cant decrease in state `. In other words, given the uniform tie-breaking rule, bidding in an atom provides insurance against winning too frequently in the negative payo¤ state ` (“hiding in the crowd”),11 while upon overbidding it, a bidder forgoes this insurance. The emergence of the atom exhibited by this example is a robust phenomenon. First, the equilibrium does not depend too …nely on the speci…c numbers. Since the argument involves only the ratio nh =n` , bidding b 2 [1=3; 4=10] remains an equilibrium (given the



other data of the example) whenever n` = 3nh and n` in which



2. More generally, an equilibrium



is constant for all x (as in the example) exists whenever



nh gh (x) n` g` (x)



gh (x) g` (x) .



Second, if n! , ! = `; h, in the example are increased keeping their ratio constant, nh = m and n` = 3m, for su¢ ciently large m, all equilibria must necessarily involve an atom at the top of the bid distribution. Roughly, when the numbers are large, by a Bertrand logic, the payo¤s of all bidders go to zero. If



is monotonically increasing in a neighborhood



of x, then, for x close to x, the winning probability zero pro…t condition implies that, hand, we can write E[vjx;sol,win at



(x)



!



( (x); ; n! ) = G! (x)n! and the



E[vjx;sol,win at



(x)]. For the speci…cation at



(x)] explicitly and verify that it is decreasing12 near



x, which contradicts the assumed monotonicity of



. This observation is not special to



this example. It is a consequence of a more general result presented in Lauermann and Wolinsky (2016) establishing that, when



nh gh (x) n` g` (x)



< 1 and the number of bidders is large,



then an atom at the top of the bid distribution is inevitable for essentially the reason explained above. Thus, any robustness criterion that rules out atoms would rule out all equilibria. Third, if the auction in the example is changed to a second-price auction, essentially the same arguments continue to imply the existence of an equilibrium with an atom. In 11



In Atakan and Ekmekci (2014), the winning bidder in a common value auction values information about the state for the sake of a subsequent decision. This may give rise to an atom in the bid distribution because overbidding it would result in the loss of the information inferred from winning at the atom, the probability of which di¤ers across states. 12 From (3), the sign of the slope of E[vjx;sol,win at (x)] is determined by the sign of the slope of gh (x) g` (x)



h( `(



(x); ;nh ) , (x); ;n` )



which in this case is equal to



0:8+0:4x 1:2 0:4x



x = 1 and large m.



9



0:8x+0:2x2 (1:2x 0:2x2 )3



m



, which is decreasing for x near



particular, a bidder who overbids the atom at b wins in both states, and pays b, which exceeds the expected value conditional on winning. Fourth, in a more noisy version of the model, the same forces would generate a cluster of close but non-identical bids. To see this, consider a noisy bidding variation of the model: When a bidder selects bid ^b, the actual bid is b = ^b + ", where " U [ ; ] for some small



> 0. Essentially the same arguments that were used in the above claim



establish that the equilibria of that example remain equilibria in this case as well. This means that the stark atom of our simple model need not be taken too literally and the behavior that generates it— the inducement to avoid overbidding— has a counterpart in a noisy environment in which an exact atom cannot arise. Observe that the …rst two points above imply that making the auction large by proportionally increasing the number of bidders does not make the auction more competitive and may not increase the revenue of the seller. In fact, an atom and the consequent failure of competitiveness become unavoidable.
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Atoms in Full Equilibrium: Failure of Information Aggregation



This section shows that, under certain conditions, an atom may arise in an equilibrium of the full game in which the seller decides on the solicitation strategically. The example in Section 3 established the possibility of atoms in a bidding equilibrium, but if the participation is determined by costly solicitation, it is not a full equilibrium. The seller’s best response to the single atom bidding equilibria of the example is (n` ; nh ) = (1; 1) rather than the numbers (n` ; nh ) = (6; 2) assumed in the example, which of course would not in turn induce that bidding behavior. Some re‡ection would reveal that it is not straightforward to extend a bidding equilibrium into a full equilibrium since it is not easy to see why the pattern of solicitation required to sustain an atom in the bidding equilibrium would indeed be optimal, given the bidding it induces. The …rst subsection introduces formally the full game and its equilibrium, as well as useful a observation on the form of the optimal solicitation.



4.1



The Full Game, Equilibrium, and Optimal Solicitation



Let



(s) be the full game that includes both strategic bidder solicitation by the seller



(at costs s) and strategic bidding by the buyers. A bidding strategy



is as before; a



solicitation strategy n = (n` ; nh ) prescribes the number of bidders solicited by the seller in each state. The potential number of bidders in



(s) is Ns with Ns



vh s ,



which guarantees



that it is never pro…table for the seller to solicit all potential bidders. Also, let E [pj!; ; n] denote the expected winning bid in state !.
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A pure equilibrium of



(s) consists of a non-decreasing bidding strategy



solicitation strategy n = (n` ; nh ) such that (i)



is a bidding equilibrium of



and a 0 (Ns ; n),



and (ii) the solicitation strategy is optimal for the seller, i.e., for ! = `; h, n! 2 arg max E [pj!; ; n]



ns.



n2f1;2;:::;Ns g



Since a pure equilibrium might not exist, we allow for mixed solicitation strategies. Let



= ( `;



h)



denote a mixed solicitation strategy, where



! (n)



is the probability with



which n = 1; :::; Ns bidders are invited in state !. The expected payo¤ U (bjx;sol; ; ) and the probability of winning



!



(b; ; ) are now



functions of the mixed strategy . Some explicit expressions of these magnitudes that are needed for the proofs are stated in Subsection 8.2 of the appendix. In a complete analogy to the de…nitions for pure strategies, game given



= ( `;



h)



and



) is the bidding



(s) is the full game. A bidding equilibrium of



non-decreasing bidding strategy



such that, for all x, b =



The strategy pro…le ( ; ) is an equilibrium of 0 (Ns ;



0 (N;



0 (N;



) is a



(x) maximizes U ( jx;sol; ; ).



(s) if (i)



is a bidding equilibrium of



) and (ii) the solicitation strategy is optimal, i.e., for ! = `; h, !



(n) > 0 ) n 2 arg max E [pj!; ; n]



ns.



n2f1;2;:::;Ns g



The seller’s payo¤, E [pj!; ; n]



ns, is strictly concave in n unless



is constant.



Consequently, either there is a unique optimal number of sampled bidders or the optimum is attained at two adjacent integers. Lemma 1 Optimal Solicitation Given any bidding strategy integer n! such that fn! ; n! + 1g



arg max E [pj!; ; n]



n2f1;2;



and ! = `; h, there is an ns.



;N g



The proof is in the appendix.13 Given the lemma, we restrict attention to mixed strategies !



1



whose support contains at most two adjacent integers. Any such mixed strategy



can be described by n! 2 f1; :::; N g and !



=



!



(n! + 1)



!



0. A solicitation strategy is pure if



when we talk about n! in the context of a strategy of



!.



2 (0; 1], where !,



!



!



=



!



(n! ) > 0 and



= 1. Thus, from here on,



we mean the bottom of the support



In fact, since we focus on the case of small sampling costs and many bidders, it



does not matter for the substance of our argument whether the equilibrium strategy is pure or mixed. Mixed solicitation strategies matter only for the technical details of the existence proof. 13



This result is familiar from other contexts and is an immediate consequence of the concavity in n of the expectation of the …rst-order statistic.
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4.2



An Equilibrium Atom



Our approach is constructive. Under certain assumptions— including a su¢ ciently small solicitation cost— we construct a full equilibrium that exhibits an atom. The main ideas can be presented in the context of a simple case with two e¤ective signals. We will therefore do so, although the same results are also valid for a more general model. Good News/Bad News Signal. In the “good news/bad news” case considered here, there is some x ^ 2 (x; x) such that ( g (x) h ^, gh (x) g` (x) = constant > 1 if x > x = gh (x) g` (x) x ^. g` (x) = constant < 1 if x



(6)



Thus, while the model continues to have a continuum of signals, from the information perspective there are only two signals: all signals below x ^ have the same information content, and similarly all signals above x ^ have the exact same information content. Without further loss of generality, g! is assumed to be constant on [x; x ^] and on (^ x; x]. Also, the signal is su¢ ciently informative, 1 gh (x) < . G` (^ x) g` (x) Recall that E [v] =



` v` + h vh



(7)



is the ex-ante expected value and that n! = min(support(



! = `; h. Proposition 1 Suppose (G` ; Gh ) satis…es (6) and (7). There is some v^ < E [v] such that, for any b 2 (^ v ; E [v]) and all s small enough, there exists an equilibrium ( s ; s ) of (s) with s (x) = b 8x > x ^; Furthermore,



lim ns` = lim nsh = 1.



s!0



s!0



In words, given the assumed signal structure, for any bid b from a certain interval below E [v], for any su¢ ciently small solicitation costs, there exists an equilibrium of the full game in which all bidders with a good-news signal submit the bid b. Moreover, the number of solicited bidders grows to in…nity in both states as solicitation costs go to zero. Therefore, the winning bid is almost surely b in both states in the limit. The implication is that the winning bid (price) does not aggregate any information: The limit winning bid distribution is degenerate and below the ex-ante expected value. The atom is not necessitated by the binary signal structure. Proposition 2 below shows that in an ordinary auction with n` = nh and this signal structure, bidding equilibrium strategies must be strictly increasing on [^ x; x]. Finally, the binary signal may be arbitrarily informative, in the sense that the likelihood ratio gh (x) =g` (x) may be arbitrarily large. Still, the winning bid is essentially independent
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! )),



of the value. In contrast, as illustrated by an example in Section 5, in a large ordinary common-value auction with very informative binary signals of this form, the winning bid must be close to the true value.



4.3



Equilibrium Construction: Sketch



The complete proof of Proposition 1 is in Appendix 8.4. Some of its main ideas are as follows. For some …xed b and any s > 0, we postulate a 2-price bidding strategy of the form s



(x) =



(



b



if x > x ^,



s



b



if x



(8)



x ^,



where bs < b and lims!0 bs < b. Given any s and any strategy. Obviously,



s



lims!0 ns!



s ! 0.



the form (8),



nsh ns`



be a corresponding optimal solicitation



= 1, ! = `; h, since b



The key step of the proof is that for any



and lims!0



s



of this form, let



s



bs is bounded away from 0 while



that is optimal given bidding strategies of



ns gh (x) lim hs < 1, g` (x) s!0 n`



(9)



is independent of the choice of b and (bs )s>0 .



These observations are proven (in Step 3 of the proof of Proposition 1) using the marginal conditions for solicitation optimality. The seller’s marginal value of an additional s



bidder in state ! is (G! (^ x))n! (1



G! (^ x)) (b



bs )— the probability that each of the …rst



ns! bidder observes x < x ^ while the additional bidder observes x > x ^, times the resulting gain (b



bs ). Ignoring integer issues— which the formal proof takes into account— the



optimality conditions entail equality of these marginal values to the marginal solicitation cost, s



(G` (^ x))n` (1 s



(Gh (^ x))nh (1



G` (^ x)) (b



bs ) = s,



Gh (^ x)) (b



bs ) = s.



Substituting out s from the two conditions and making a logarithmic transformation, we get ns` ln G` (^ x) + ln (1



G` (^ x)) = nsh ln Gh (^ x) + ln (1



Gh (^ x)) .



Noticing that the …rst term on each side of the equation dominates the second since ns! ! 1, we get



nsh ln G` (^ x) = . s s!0 n ln Gh (^ x) ` lim



Thus, lims!0



nsh ns`



(10)



< 1, and the limit is independent of the choice of b and bs . Inequality
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gh (x) g` (x)



(9) then follows from (10), via



=



1 Gh (^ x) 1 G` (^ x)



1 z ln z



and



being a decreasing function of z



over (0; 1). The signi…cance of inequality (9) is that, for small enough s, the bad news learned from being solicited overwhelms the good news contained in the highest signal. Thus, a bidder with the highest signal is more pessimistic than the prior,



h `



>



h `



gh (x) nsh g` (x) ns` ,



implying



E [v] > lim Es [vjx; sol],



(11)



s!0



where Es [vjx;sol] , E[vjx;sol;



s



;



s ].



Another step in proving Proposition 1 uses the “overwhelming participation curse” from (11) to choose b that would make overbidding it unpro…table. For any (8), any corresponding optimal solicitation strategies



s



and any



b0



s



of the form



> b,



lim Es [vjx; sol; win at b] = E [v] > lim Es [vjx; sol,win at b0 ].



s!0



s!0



(12)



The inequality owes to (11): since winning at b0 > b contains no information, Es [vjx;sol,win at b0 ] = Es [vjx;sol]. The equality in (12) owes to the winning probabilities at b being roughly inversely proportional to the expected number of bidders bidding b, i.e., for small s, s (b) h s (b) `



t



1 nsh (1 Gh (^ x)) 1 ns` (1 G` (^ x))



=



ns` g` (x) . nsh gh (x)



It follows that the likelihood ratio of a bidder with x who wins at b is approximately equal to the prior likelihood ratio, h `



nsh gh (x) ns` g` (x)



s (b) h s (b) `



t



h



.



`



So, the information learned from winning at b exactly o¤sets the information learned from being solicited and having a signal x > x ^, and this translates to an expected value that is approximately equal to the ex-ante expected value, E [v].14 The signi…cance of (12) is that b can be chosen to satisfy, for any b0 > b, E [v] > b > lim Es [vjx; sol,win at b0 ], s!0



making it pro…table for bidders with x > x ^ to bid b and unpro…table to overbid it. The foregoing explanation presents the more special element in the proof of Proposition 1, capturing the role of the strategic solicitation in generating an atom. To complete the proof, it is veri…ed (in the appendix) that, given any such b, one can choose bs for all 14



Alternatively, the equality in (12) follows from the law of iterated expectations. In the limit, as s ! 0, almost surely the winner has a signal x > x ^ in both states (because the seller takes an unboundedly large number of draws). Thus, this event contains no information about the state, and the posterior probability conditional on it is equal to the prior.



14



s > 0 such that lims!0 bs < b such that the resulting optimal solicitation



s



s



together with the corresponding



is immune against all other deviations for all values of x and s



small enough.



4.4



The Robustness of the Pooling Result



The existence and nature of limit outcomes with atoms are not artifacts of the binary signal structure and the bounded likelihood ratio. Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) show a similar result for some arbitrary discrete signal, meaning, the likelihood ratio is some step function with any arbitrary, …nite number of steps. The construction of the atom at the top and the argument for why optimal solicitation results in a ratio



nsh ns`



that deters



overbidding of the atom are essentially as outlined above for the binary signal case. The main additional complications arise in the parts of the analysis dealing with equilibrium behavior below the atom.15 The results also do not depend …nely on the discreteness of the signals. Since in the equilibrium of Proposition 1 bidders with signals x > x ^ have strict incentives to bid b, the equilibrium will remain intact if the likelihood ratio is strictly increasing for x > x ^, as long as it does not change too much between x ^ and x.16 However, we do not have conditions that guarantee the existence of a full equilibrium with an atom at the top for an arbitrary signal distribution. For any such case, there exist many (n` ; nh ) con…gurations that give rise to a bidding equilibrium with an atom (see Section 3 above and Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013)). The di¢ culty is to complete it to a full equilibrium in which such con…guration arises through optimal solicitation. With discrete signals, there is a gap between the bid of the top atom and the next highest bid, which remains bounded away from zero when the numbers of bidders become large. This makes it possible to characterize the optimal solicitation independently of other features of the bidding equilibrium. In the more general case, we do not know the shape of the distribution of bids below the atom and how it changes with the numbers of bidders. Therefore, we cannot use the same simple argument that essentially deals with bidding and solicitation separately.



4.5



Other Equilibria



Proposition 1 focusses on a particular type of equilibrium exhibiting an atom at the top bid, below the ex-ante expected value. General results in Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) imply that, in the limit as s ! 0, there also exists a unique “partially separating”



equilibrium in which there is no atom in the winning bid distribution and in which the



expected price depends non-trivially on the state. In fact, this and the pooling equilibria 15



The existence proof involves a limit over a discrete grid of bids, which is not needed in the binary case. In fact, we can choose b slightly lower than in our current construction, so that the incentives to bid b become strict as well; this follows from Step 9 of the proof. 16



15



mentioned above are all the possible equilibria (as s ! 0) and, furthermore, this is true



for all signal structures with weakly monotone and bounded likelihood ratio (not only the binary case analyzed in this section).



5



Comparison to Ordinary Auctions



In an ordinary auction with nh = n` , the bidding equilibrium is essentially free of atoms. In fact, if



gh g`



is strictly increasing and continuous, then the bidding equilibrium is strictly



increasing, meaning it has no atom at all; see Rodriguez (2000) and McAdams (2007). If the signal is binary, which means that



gh g`



is a step function that takes two values, an atom



arises at the bottom, but there is no atom at the top.17 In an ordinary auction with nh = n` there is no information in being solicited. Therefore, the conditional expectations in this section do not have the argument “sol”. Proposition 2 Consider a bidding game 0 (N; n) with nh = n` 2 and suppose the signal is binary, that is, ggh` satis…es (6). There exists a unique non-decreasing bidding equilibrium such that is continuous on [x; x], (x)



(x) = E[vjx,win at



(x) ] on [x; x ^],



is strictly increasing on [^ x; x]. If the signal x could take only two values (with the same information content as above), the equilibrium strategies of the recipients of the high signal would be mixed. The continuum signal space of the present model facilitates puri…cation of that mixed strategy equilibrium. Proposition 2 establishes that the pooling equilibrium of Proposition 1 cannot arise in an ordinary auction with a binary signal structure, and therefore is not a necessary consequence of it. The proof is in the appendix. It uses a general result of Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) concerning the possibility of atoms in the equilibrium bid distribution when nh understand the key intuition, suppose that a bidding equilibrium



has an atom at some



b in the interior of the support, that is, for some x+ > x ^ and x > x, we have for x < x ,



(x) = b for x 2 (x ; x+ ), and



n` . To (x) < b



(x) > b for x > x+ . Then,



lim E[vjx,win at b + "] > E[vjx,win at b].



"!0



(13)



This is because, conditional on the event that the next highest bid is b (which is when the di¤erence between b and b + " matters), the bid b + " wins for sure in both states, whereas 17



Kempe et al (2013) show this result for two bidders (nh = n` = 2).



16



the bid b is less likely to win in state h than in state `. This follows from Pr( (x) = bj (x)



b; !) =



G! (x+ ) G! (x ) , G! (x+ )



(14)



being higher for ! = h than for ! = ` when x+ > x ^ and x > x.18 Therefore, overbidding b is pro…table, since it strictly increases both the expected value conditional on winning— by (13)— and the probability of winning. Thus, when nh = n` , the incentive to overbid an atom at the top is generated both by the improved selection of types at the higher bid, as captured by (13), and by the usual Bertrand logic of a discrete jump in the winning probability. Conversely, as shown in Sections 3 and 4, when nh < n` , an atom may be stable because (13) is reversed, and the worse selection of types following a slight overbid overwhelms the Bertrand e¤ect. A Numerical Example The following numerical example illustrates Proposition 2. Let v` = 0 and vh = 1, with equal probability,



`



=



h



= 1=2. Signals are binary on [x; x] = [0; 1], and the step



of the likelihood ratio is at x ^ = 1=2, ( ( 1 2 if x > , +1 2 and gh (x) = g` (x) = 2 1 if x +1 2, where



> 1 is the likelihood ratio at the top,



=



2 +1 2 +1



if x > 12 , if x



1 2.



gh (1) g` (1) .



Figure 1 shows the equilibrium bidding strategies for nh = n` = 10 (the dotted curve) and for nh = n` = 25 (the solid curve ) when



= 3. As we know from Proposition 2,



both curves are strictly increasing from x = 0:5 on, though it is not clearly visible in the …gure. The relative position of the curves re‡ects the stronger winner’s curse that bidders experience when there are more of them. Section 8.6 in the appendix shows how these bidding strategies are computed using the uniqueness arguments from the proof of Proposition 2. Information Aggregation by the Ordinary Auction It may at …rst appear that there is no hope to get signi…cant information aggregation with the binary signal structure, since in a large auction almost surely the winner has a high signal in either state. However, as is evident from Figure 1, the equilibrium bidding function is steeper near the maximal signals when the number of bidders is larger, and, since these signals are more likely in the high state, the distribution of the winning bid could be substantially higher in the high state. Figure 2 shows the equilibrium distributions of the winning bid for nh = n` = 10. The black curves are for 18



This is because for x > x ^,



G` (x ) . G` (x+ )



= 3— the dashed curve is for state ` and the solid for state Gh (x) G` (x)



is strictly increasing in x. So,



Gh (x ) G` (x )







Gh (x+ ) , G` (x+ )



and hence



This and G! (x ) > 0— by virtue of x > x— implies (14) is higher for ! = h.
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Gh (x ) Gh (x+ )







bid
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Figure 1: The unique bidding equilibrium (dashed) and with nh = n` = 25 (solid) for



0.5



0.6



0.8



0.9



1.0



x



for an ordinary auction with nh = n` = 10 (x) = 3. = ggh` (x)



h; the thick gray curves are the analogous curves for of



0.7



= 100. Observe that in the case



= 100, the winning bid nearly coincides with the value. Section 8.6 in the appendix



shows how the distributions are derived. So, even in this binary signal world, the equilibrium outcome aggregates the information nearly perfectly when signals are very informative (large likelihood ratio at the top) and there are many bidders.19 This point is not new. Nevertheless, it is useful to recall it because it contrasts with the failure of information aggregation by the equilibrium of Proposition 1 and again con…rms that this failure is not an artifact of the binary signal structure. Comparison to an Auction with Bidder Solicitation Let us contrast the above with equilibria arising in the same environment with



=3



when the number of bidders is state dependent, with (nh ; n` ) = (5; 16) and (10; 40), respectively. For both cases, the bidding strategy



(x) = b = 0:08 if x



1=2 and



(x) = b = 0:49 if x > 1=2 constitutes a bidding equilibrium. This is shown by directly checking the equilibrium conditions numerically.20 Notice that the expected numbers of bidders are 10:5 and 25, respectively, and hence close to the numbers in the above ordinary auction examples. Not only is the equilibrium 19 While theoretically sign…cant information aggregation may require many bidders, here, a large degree is achieved already with n = 10. 20 The calculations of the bidding equilibria are available in the online supplement, together with the calculations for the following full equilibrium.
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Figure 2: The c.d.f. of the winning bid in the ordinary auction with n = 10 for likelihood (x) (x) = 3 (thin black) and = ggh` (x) = 100 (thick gray) in the low state ratios = ggh` (x) (dashed) and the high state (solid). here very di¤erent, but it also remains the same across the two con…gurations. While this equilibrium is not unique, we know from general results in Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) that, for (nh ; n` ) = (5m; 16m) and for (10m; 40m), with large enough m, all equilibria must involve atoms at the top, so there is no equilibrium that resembles the ones arising in the corresponding ordinary auctions above. Furthermore, these con…gurations are also part of full equilibria with optimal bidder solicitation. If the sampling cost is s = 1:1



10



3,



there is a full equilibrium in which the



seller optimally solicits (nh ; n` ) = (5; 16) given s and bidders bid according to the previous bidding strategy. If s = 1:1



10



6,



there is a full equilibrium in which the seller solicits



(nh ; n` ) = (10; 40), and the bidding strategy is again as before. Finally, for



= 100, Proposition 1 implies that, for any su¢ ciently small solicitation



cost, there is a full equilibrium exhibiting an atom at the top as well. This should be contrasted with the nearly perfect information aggregation in the ordinary auction in this case.



6 6.1



Discussion Boundedly Informative Signals



Recall that Proposition 1 presents an auction with bidder solicitation, that exhibits a pooling equilibrium regardless of how large the …nite
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gh (x) g` (x)



is. It should be clear from the



previous remarks that this equilibrium is not a simple consequence of the binary signal with bounded likelihood ratio. Indeed, as illustrated by Figure 2 in Section 5, an ordinary common value auction in the same binary signal environment aggregates information well when



gh (x) g` (x)



is large.



Furthermore, Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) show that for some signal distribution with an unbounded likelihood ratio and some sequence of vanishing solicitation cost, there exists a sequence of equilibria along which there remains an arbitrarily large atom at the top.



6.2



Sticky Prices



The phenomenon of “sticky prices”— prices that do not respond to changes in the fundamentals of the environment— has been commonly explained in the relevant literatures by the presence of menu costs or collusion. Our analysis suggests another source— adverse selection— for explaining this phenomenon. This is seen through the fact that in the pooling equilibrium identi…ed in this paper trade may take place (almost certainly) at some b < E [v], which need not be sensitive to (small) changes in the fundamentals— the values v! and the prior



6.3



!.



Information Aggregation and E¢ ciency



In the simple common values environment of this paper, it is e¢ cient to transfer the unit to any buyer, and this transfer indeed occurs in equilibrium regardless of how well the information is aggregated. But this does not mean that the question of information aggregation has no importance in a common values environment. Straightforward enrichments of the simple model of this paper will introduce e¢ ciency consequences for information aggregation. For example, if the seller’s cost is c 2 (v` ; vh ), e¢ ciency requires that trade takes place only in state h. In this case, a failure of information aggregation implies allocative ine¢ ciencies. Alternatively, if the seller has an opportunity to invest in quality improvements prior to trade, a failure of information aggregation could imply ine¢ ciently weak investment incentives.



7



Conclusion



The main conceptual contribution of this paper is the idea of considering an auction with state dependent participation. The paper focuses on a speci…c model of a common value auction with bid solicitation, but it is worthwhile noting that this is but one scenario that illustrates this broader theme. The most distinct of the insights obtained in this paper is the potential emergence of an atom in the winning bid distribution and the associated failures of competitiveness and



20



information aggregation. These ideas are relevant more broadly for markets with adverse selection in which informed traders initiate contacts. The disconnect between prices and values manifested by the atom might have consequences for the e¢ ciency of resource allocation. It also suggests that adverse selection might be another possible reason for “sticky prices”— the failure of prices to respond to certain changes in the underlying parameters.
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Appendix



8.1



Winning Probability at Atoms



The following lemma derives an expression for the winning probability in the case of a tie. Recall from (5) that x+ (b) = supfxj (x)



bg and x (b) = inffxj (x)



bg, so that an



atom at b means x (b) < x+ (b). We omit the argument and write x and x+ when it is clear from the context. Lemma 2 Suppose !



is non-decreasing and, for some b, x



G! (x+ )n G! (x )n = b; ; n = n (G! (x+ ) G! (x ))



Z



x+



x



b < x+ b . Then,



(G! (x))n G! (x+ )



1



g! (x) dx . G! (x )



(15)



Observe that the last expression is the expected probability of a randomly drawn signal from [x ; x+ ] being the highest. Thus, probabilities of the types in [x ; x+ ], if Proof of Lemma 2: Since G!



xj (x) > b



=1



= = = = =



were strictly increasing.



is non-decreasing, G!



xj (x) < b



= G! (x ) and



G! (x+ ). The winning probability at b is then:



b; ; n



!



=



b; ; n “averages”what would be the winning



!



n X1



n



i=0 n X1



1 n i=0 Pn



1 i



n G! (x )n i+1



n k=1 k



Pn



1 G! (x )n i+1 i 1



i 1



[G! (x+ )



[G! (x+ )



G! (x )]i



G! (x )]i



G! (x )n k [G! (x+ ) G! (x )]k n [G! (x+ ) G! (x )]



n! k=0 (n k)!k! G!



(x )n



k



[G! (x+ )



G! (x )]k



n [G! (x+ ) G! (x )] (G! (x ) + G! (x+ ) G! (x ))n G! (x )n n [G! (x+ ) G! (x )] n G! (x+ ) G! (x )n . n [G! (x+ ) G! (x )]
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G! (x )n



Pn



n! n k bk k=0 (n k)!k! a



The critical step is to apply the binomial theorem, second equality from the lemma is immediate.



8.2



= (a + b)n . The



Notation for Mixed Strategies



Given a mixed solicitation strategy n! (



!) ,



N X



n



= ( `;



let



!] ,



! [b; ;



! (n) , and



h ),



n=1



N X



!



(n) n



!



(b; ; n) =n! (



! ).



(16)



n=1



These are the expected number of bidders and the weighted average probability of winning in state !. To make the expressions less dense, we omit here and later the argument of n! (



!)



and write just n! instead. The counterpart of (1)— the expected payo¤ to a bidder



who bids b given a mixed solicitation strategy U (bjx,sol; ; ) =



` g` (x) n` ` (b;



;



= ( `;



` ) (v`



b) + ` g` (x) n` +



h )—



is



h gh (x) nh h (b;



h ) (vh



;



h gh (x) nh



Expressions (2)— (4) can also be adapted to mixed strategies, with n! and place of n! and



b)



!



. (17)



taking the



!.



Just as for pure strategies, the expected utility can be written as U (bjx,sol; ; ) = Pr [win at bjx,sol; ; ] (E[vjx,sol; win at b; ; ]



b) ,



(18)



where ` g` (x) n` ` (b;



; ` ) v` + ` g` (x) n` ` (b; ; ` ) +



E[vjx,sol,win at b; ; ] =



v` +



=



h



h (b;



`



` (b;



1+



gh (x) nh g` (x) n` h gh (x) nh ` g` (x) n`



; ;



h (b; ; ` (b; ;



h) `)



vh



h) `)



h gh (x) nh h (b;



; h (b; ;



h ) vh



h gh (x) nh



h)



(19)



,



and Pr [win at bjx,sol; ; ] = =



` g` (x) n` ` (b;



; `) + ` g` (x) n` +



` (b;



;



`)



+



1+



8.3



h gh (x) nh



gh (x) nh g` (x) n` h (b; h gh (x) nh ` g` (x) n`



h `



h gh (x) nh h (b;



;



h)



;



h)



(20)



.



Proof of Lemma 1



Proof of Lemma 1: Pr(winning bid



p) = (G! (x+ (p)))n . The lemma is trivial if



the bidding function is degenerate, meaning, G! (x+ (p)) 2 f0; 1g for all p. So, suppose



G! (x+ (p)) 2 (0; 1) for some p. Since the expectation of a positive random variable is



22



equal to the integral of its decumulative distribution function, Z vh 1 1 G! ([0; t]) E [pj!; ; n] =



n



dt.



0



dE[pj!; ;n] dn2



Treating n as a continuous variable,



< 0. Hence, E [pj!; ; n] is strictly concave,



which implies the lemma.



8.4



Pooling Equilibrium in the Full Game



Proof of Proposition 1: First, the proof derives implications for optimal solicitation s



s



given a 2-price bidding strategy



with which



s



and s ! 0. Then, it identi…es values of bs and b



is a bidding equilibrium for s small, given a solicitation strategy of the form



derived above. Finally, a …xed-point argument is used to con…rm existence. In what follows, we consider ( s



s



s)



;



(x) =



(



for s ! 0 such that b



if x > x ^



s



b



if x



s



x ^;



(21)



s



b < b and lim b < b, s



s



is optimal given



and s.



We suppress the delimiter s ! 0 from lim here and in the following. Recall that the



support of



is fn! ; n! + 1g with



!



Step 1: For every s > 0 with ns! (1 (1



!



=



!



(n! ) > 0.



2, s



Gh (^ x)nh



G` (^ x)) 1 Gh (^ x)) Gh (^ x)



G` (^ x)



1



G` (^ x)



ns` 1



and,



s



if



s `



< 1, then



Gh (^ x)nh G` (^ x)



(1 (1



ns`



(1 (1



G` (^ x)) , Gh (^ x))



(22)



G` (^ x)) . Gh (^ x))



(23)



Proof of Step 1: Since ns! maximizes the seller’s expected payo¤21 , E! [p;



s



; ns! ]



ns! s,



it satis…es E! [p;



s



; ns! ]



E! [p;



s



; ns!



1]



s



E! [p;



s



; ns! + 1]



E! [p;



s



; ns! ] .



(24)



Since, by (21), E! [p;



s



; ns! ] = 1



s



s



G! (^ x)n! b + G! (^ x)n! bs ,



(24) can be rewritten as s



G! (^ x)n!



1



(1



G! (^ x)) b



bs



s



s



G! (^ x)n! (1
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G! (^ x)) b



In this proof, we will not omit the arguments s ; ns! of functions like in the next equation, ns! is not …xed for all expressions.



23



!



bs



! = `; h. (25)



and E! , since sometimes, as



Therefore, s



Gh (^ x)nh G` (^ x)



1



(1



ns` 1



s



G` (^ x)n` (1



Gh (^ x))



(1



nsh



G` (^ x))



Gh (^ x)



G` (^ x)) ;



(1



Gh (^ x)) ;



which implies (22). Now, if



s `



s



< 1, then s = G` (^ x)n` (1 ns`



can be replaced by G` (^ x)



(1



G` (^ x))



Step 2: ns! ! 1 for ! 2 f`; hg : Proof of Step 2: Since lim b



bs . Therefore, the last inequality



G` (^ x)) b Gh (^ x)



nsh



(1



Gh (^ x)), yielding (23).



bs > 0, it follows from the second inequality in (25)— s



2— that lim G! (^ x)n! = 0, so lim ns! = 1.



which does not require ns! Step 3:



ns gh (x) lim hs < 1. g` (x) n`



Proof of Step 3: From (22), nsh



lim



Gh (^ x)



s



G` (^ x)n`



Since ns` ! 1, this requires that



0



ns h ns `



1ns `



x) C B Gh (^ = lim @ A G` (^ x) ns h s



lim



2 (0; 1) .



ns h s



Gh (^ x ) n` Gh (^ x) n` lim = = 1. G` (^ x) G` (^ x) Applying a logarithmic transformation to both sides, ln Gh (^ x) lim lim



nsh ns`



= ln G` (^ x). Hence,



nsh ln G` (^ x) . = s n` ln Gh (^ x)



Therefore, ns gh (x) gh (x) ln G` (^ x) 1 lim hs = = g` (x) n` g` (x) ln Gh (^ x) 1 where the second equality follows from follows from the fact that Step 4: Recall n! (



!)



1 z ln z



and



gh (x) g` (x)



=



Gh (^ x) ln G` (^ x) < 1, G` (^ x) ln Gh (^ x)



gh (x) 1 x ^ ^ g` (x) 1 x



=



1 Gh (^ x) 1 G` (^ x)



and the inequality



is strictly increasing in z 2 (0; 1) and that G` (^ x) > Gh (^ x). ! (b;



lim



;



! ),



! = `; h, from (16).



nsh nsh ln G` (^ x) = lim = . s s n` n` ln Gh (^ x)
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(26)



For all b



bs , lim



s



h (b;



s) h s) `



; s ; ` (b;



= lim



s s s ; nh ) h h (b; s (b; s ; ns ) ` ` `



+ (1 + (1



s s s) ; nh + 1) h h (b; s ) (b; s ; ns + 1) , ` ` `



(27)



and lim



h (b;



s) h s) ` s (ns ) ! !



; s ; ` (b;



Proof of Step 4: Since s ) (ns ! !



s



s !



=



s



; nsh ) ns` g` (x) = lim . s s nsh gh (x) ; n` ) ` (b;



h (b;



= lim



s !



= 1



(28)



(ns! + 1), we have ns! =



s ns ! !



+ (1



+ 1). Steps 2 and 3 now imply (26).



To establish (27), rewrite the de…nition of s



! (b;



=



;



!



to get



s) !



s s s s s s) ; n! ) + (1 ; n! + 1) ! ! (b; ! ! (b; s ns! s s s s s s) ; n! ) + (1 ; n! + 1)) + (1 ns ! ) ! (b; ! ! (b; ns! ( ! ! (b; ! s s s s s s) ; n! ) + (1 ; n! + 1) ! ! (b; ! ! (b;



Since, by Step 2, ns! ! 1, the RHS converges to 1, implying (27). To establish the second equality in (28), note that (15) implies



! (b;



s



s



; ns! + 1)



.



s



s



; ns! ) =



1 G! (^ x)n! ns! [1 G! (^ x)] .



Since G! (^ x) < 1 and, by Step 2, ns! ! 1, it follows that G! (^ x)n! ! 0. Also, since signals satisfy (6),



1 Gh (^ x) 1 G` (^ x)



=



gh (x) 1 x ^ ^. g` (x) 1 x



Therefore, we have



lim



h (b;



s



` (b;



s



ns g` (x) ; nsh ) = lim s` . s nh gh (x) ; n` )



(29)



For the …rst equality of (28), note that s



! (b;



lim



s



! (b;



; ns! + 1) s s ; n! )



= lim



1 G! (^ x)n! +1 (ns! +1)[1 G! (^ x)] s



1 G! (^ x)n! s n! [1 G! (^ x)]



= 1.



(30)



Now, (30) and (27) yield the desired equality. Steps 5-7 derive bounds, v , v ditional on winning at b, uniformly for all (



s



;



s)



b0



and v



, on the (limits of the) expected values con-



s



> b, and b , respectively. Importantly, these bounds hold



that satisfy (21).



Step 5: There exists a number v



< E [v] such that ( E [v] if x > x ^, s s lim E[vj x,sol,win at b; ; ] = v if x x ^.
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Proof of Step 5: Using (28) and (26) to evaluate the limit of (19), lim E[vjx,sol,win at b; gh (x) g` (x)



If x > x ^, then For x



x ^, de…ne v s



of the choice of ( v







` v`



=



+



;



h vh



gh (x) g` (x) ,



s



s



;



]=



Thus,



; s ; ` (b;



` v`



+



h vh



(31)



E [v], as claimed.



to be the RHS of (31) at x = x. Therefore, v



s ),



gh (x) g` (x) g` (x) gh (x)



as required. Since



=



gh (x) g` (x)



is independent



gh (x) g` (x)



=



< 1, we have



E [v].



Proof of Step 6: For x > x ^, h (b;



`



1+



< E [v] such that, for any x > x ^ and any b > b, s



lim E[vjx,sol,win at b;



s) h s) `



h



and hence the RHS =



Step 6: There exists a number v



s



gh (x) g` (x) g` (x) gh (x) vh . h gh (x) g` (x) g (x) g (x) h ` `



v` +



gh (x) g` (x)



gh (x) g` (x) .



=



s



;



]=v :



For b > b,



s



` (b;



;



s) `



=



s



h (b;



s) h



;



= 1.



= 1. Use both of these observations, Step 4 and (19) to get, for any x > x ^



and any b > b, s



lim E[vjx,sol,win at b; By Step 3, v







` v`



+



h vh



;



s



]=



v` +



gh (x) ln G` (^ x) g` (x) ln Gh (^ x) v h g (x) ln G (^ ` x) h h x) ` g` (x) ln Gh (^



h `



1+



E [v], and, by its de…nition, v



,v ,



is independent of (



s



;



s ),



as required. Step 7: There exists a number v such that, for any x E [vjx,sol; win at bs ; Proof of Step 7: By (15), the de…nition of



!



s ! (b ;



s



; n) =



s



;



s



]



x ^,



v < E [v] .



G! (^ x)n 0 n(G! (^ x) 0)



=



G! (^ x)n n



1



. Substituting this into



gives s h (b ; s ` (b ;



s



; s ;



s) h s) `



ns = s` nh



nsh 1 s G (^ h h x) ns` 1 s G (^ ` ` x)



+ (1 + (1



nsh s )G (^ h x) h . ns s )G (^ ` x) ` `



Then substituting this into (19) and noting that from (6), for x



x ^,



gh (x) g` (x)



=



gh (x) g` (x)



=



Gh (^ x) G` (^ x) ,



we get



E [vjx,sol; win at bs ;



s



;



s



` v`



+



h



]= `



+
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h



ns s G (^ h +(1 h h x) ns s G (^ ` +(1 ` ` x) ns s G (^ h +(1 h h x) ns s G (^ ` +(1 x ) ` `



ns +1 s )G (^ h x) h h s +1 n s )G (^ ` x) ` ` ns +1 s )G (^ h x) h h s +1 n s )G (^ ` x) ` `



vh .



(32)



It follows from Step 1 that nsh s G (^ h h x) ns` s G (^ ` ` x)



nsh +1 s )G (^ h x) h ns +1 s )G (^ ` x) ` `



+ (1 + (1



1 1 G` (^ x) 1



G` (^ x) . Gh (^ x) s



Speci…cally, if



s `



= 1, the LHS is bounded from above by s `



follows from the …rst inequality in (22); if ns h



Gh (^ x)



ns +1 `



G` (^ x)



Gh (^ x)nh



and the inequality



ns G` (^ x) `



< 1, the LHS is bounded from above by



and the inequality follows from (23). Hence,



s



s



E [vjx,sol; win at b ; From Assumption (7),



s



;



` x) 1 1 G` (^ h G` (^ x) 1 Gh (^ x)



]



x) 1 1 G` (^ G` (^ x) 1 Gh (^ x)



+



v` + `



x) 1 1 G` (^ h G` (^ x) 1 Gh (^ x) x) 1 1 G` (^ h G` (^ x) 1 Gh (^ x) +



< 1. Therefore, v 



de…nition, v is independent of the choice of (



s



` v`



+



h vh



vh , v . `



E [v]. By its



s ).



;



The remaining steps use the bounds from Steps 5-7 to construct the equilibrium



s



’s.



Step 8: If bs = E[vj x,sol; win at bs ;



s



s



;



]



max fv ; v ; v



g < b < E [v] ,



(33)



then bidding b is a best response for x > x ^ and small s. Proof of Step 8: Fix some x > x ^. From (17), Step 5, Step 6, (33), and the positive s



winning probability at both b and b0 > b, it follows that, for small s, U (bjx,sol; Pr [win at bjx,sol;



s



;



s ](E [v]



b) > 0 and



U (b0 jx,sol;



s



;



s)



b0 )



t (v



;



s)



t



< 0. Thus, it is



pro…table to bid b, but unpro…table to overbid it. Consider b00 < b. From (17), U (b00 jx,sol;



(20), for any b, Pr [win at bjx,sol;



s



s]



;



s



s)



;



< Pr [win at b00 jx,sol;



is a weighted sum of the



! (b;



with weights that are independent of b. By (15), for small s,



s



;



s ]v



s



; s! ), ! s s ; ! ) is ns! 1



h.



By



= `; h,



on the ! (b; s s 1 00 order of ns (1 G! (^x)) , while ! (b ; ; ! ) is at most on the order of G! (^ x) . Hence, ! 00 s ; s ) 00 jx,sol; s ; s ] Pr [win at b ! (b ; ! ! 0, ! = `; h, implying Pr [win at bjx,sol; s ; s ] ! 0. This and E [v] b > 0 from s s ; !) ! (b; 00 jx,sol; s ; s ) ! 0. Thus, there is no incentive to undercut b for small s. (33) imply UU(b(bjx,sol; s s ; ) s Step 9: Bidding b is a best response for x



Proof of Step 9: Fix some



x ^ and small s.



x ^. By the choice of bs in (33), U (bs jx0 ,sol;



x0



s



for all s. Consider now possible deviations. Obviously, for b < b , From Step 5 and (33), U (bjx0 ,sol;



s



gh (x0 ) g` (x0 )



U (bjx0 ,sol;







gh (x) g` (x) , Step s



For b 2 b ; b ,



6, and (33) that ! (b; h (b;



s



s)



;



s



; lim s (b; ; `



s) h s) `



= lim



;



U (bjx0 ,sol; s ;



s) s)



=0 = 0.



< 0 for small s. For b > b, it follows from



n 1



; n) = G! (^ x)



s



s



;



s)



< U (bjx,sol;



s



;



s)



. This and (27) imply



nsh 1 s G (^ h h x) ns` 1 s G (^ ` ` x)
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+ (1 + (1



nsh s )G (^ h x) h . ns s )G (^ ` x) ` `



< 0 for small s.



Then, substitute this and g! (x0 ) = g! (x) = G! (^ x) =^ x into (19) to get



s



0



s



lim E vjx ,sol; win at b 2 b ; b ;



s



;



Hence, for b 2 bs ; b , U (bjx0 ,sol;



s



;



h lim



nsh ns`



`+



h lim



nsh ns`



=



ns +1 s )G (^ h x) h h ns +1 s )G (^ ` x) ` ` ns +1 s )G (^ h x) h h ns +1 s )G (^ ` x) ` `



ns s G (^ h +(1 h h x) ns s G (^ ` +(1 ` ` x) ns s G (^ h x ) +(1 h h ns s G (^ ` +(1 ` ` x)



nsh ns`



< 1 (from Step 3) imply that for small s,



s



s



This, together with (32), (33), and lim E vjx0 ,sol; win at b 2 bs ; b ;



` v` +



s)



;



< E vjx0 ,sol,win at bs ;



< 0. Thus, for any x0



s



;



s



vh .



= bs .



x ^ and small s, there is no



s



pro…table deviation from b .



Step 10: There exists a sequence ( Proof of Step 10: Let v^ :



s



s)



;



that satis…es (21) and (33).



max [v ; v ; v



]. Steps 5-7 imply that, if (



s



;



s)



satis…es



(21), then E[vjx,sol; win at bs ;



s



;



s



]



v^ < E [v] ,



(34)



Choose any b to satisfy (33). Given any b 2 [0; v^], let



correspondence



s !



b



be as in (21) with bs = b and b as …xed before. De…ne the



: [0; v^]



f1; :::; Ns g by X s (n) (E [pj!; ! (b) , arg max



b ; n]



2 f1;:::;Ns g



and



s



,



s `



s. h



De…ne the function ^b : ( f1; :::; Ns g)2 ^b ( ; b) = E [vj x,sol,win at b;



b;



ns) ,



[0; v^] ! [0; v^] by ].



By the theorem of the maximum and the continuity of the expected winning bid in s



and b,



is a non-empty and upper hemicontinuous correspondence. By Lemma 1, it is



convex valued. A bidder’s posterior conditional on being solicited is continuous in (note that (0) = 0 by de…nition) and hence ^b ( ; b) is continuous in as well. The function !



^b ( ; b) is constant in b, since the expectation de…ning it is the same for all b, and ^b maps into [0; v^] by (34). Thus, ( s ; ^b) is a non-empty, convex valued, and upper hemicontinuous correspondence from



1; :::; N



2



[0; v^] into itself. Therefore, by Kakutani’s theorem, it has a …xed



point. Denote one such …xed point as ( the statement of the Lemma:



s



s ; bs ).



The …xed-point satis…es the requirements in



is a best-response to



s



for all s, and bs ; b are constructed



to satisfy (33), which also implies the remaining conditions of (21), namely, bs < b and lim bs < b. By Step 10, we can choose ( su¢ ciently small, (



s



;



s)



s



;



s)



for all s such that (21) and (33) hold. For all s



forms an equilibrium: By (21),
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s



is a best-response to



s



for



s



all s. By Steps 8 and 9,



s



is a best response to



for all s small enough. This completes



the proof.



8.5



Proof of Proposition 2



Proposition 2 of Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) establishes that



is strictly increasing



on [^ x; x]. The remark following its proof establishes that U ( (x) jx) = 0 for all x We set



(x) = lim"!0 (x + "). This removes a trivial equilibrium multiplicity at x



due to U ( (x) jx) = 0. Since



is strictly increasing on [^ x; x], it follows that x+ ( (x))



x ^ for all x 2 [x; x ^].



Given this, Lemma 18 from Lauermann and Wolinsky (2013) implies that ^], independently of the form of stant in x for x 2 [x; x



and



gh (x) g` (x)



x ^.22



for x



h( `(



(x)) (x))



x ^. Since both,



is conh( `(



(x)) (x))



are constant on [x; x ^],



^]. (x) ] = const for x 2 [x; x



E[vjx; win at It follows that



is constant on [x; x ^]: Since for any x < x



x ^, we have



!



( (x)) > 0,



U ( (x) jx) = 0 implies (x) = E[vjx; win at It remains to establish that



(x) ] = const



b , lim"!0+ lim U (



"!0+



(x0



")+ 2



(x0 +")



(35)



is continuous and unique. Continuity on [x; x ^] is immediate



being constant. Consider some x0



from



for x 2 [x; x ^]



x ^ and suppose



jumps upwards at x0 . Let



. Then,



x0 + " jx) = =



lim



"!0+



X



X



Pr (!jx)



X



x0 + "



v!



x0 + "



!2f`;hg



Pr (!jx)



!



(b) lim v!



Pr (!jx)



!



(b) (v!



!2f`;hg







!



"!0+



x0 + "



b) = U (bjx),



!2f`;hg



where the …rst equality is by de…nition of U , the second equality follows from the fact that



!



(b) = lim"!0+



!



( (x0 + ")) because



on [^ x; x], and the inequality follows from



has no atom at b and it increases strictly !



(b) > 0 and b < lim"!0+



lim"!0+ U ( (x0 + ") jx) < U (bjx), which implies that bidding



(x0 + "). So,



(x0 + ") is not optimal for



x0 + ", for " small enough.



Uniqueness for x < x ^ follows because of (35) and because G and n uniquely determine E[vjx,win at



(x) ]. The conditional expected value can be calculated from the posterior



22 As noted, given nh = n` , we can drop the conditioning on being solicited from the argument of the expected utility and the expected value.
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likelihood ratio of the states, which is Pr (! = hjx; win at Pr (! = `jx; win at



(x)) = (x))



h `



Gh (^ x)n n G` (^ x)n n



gh (x) g` (x)



1 1



.



(36)



An indi¤erence condition implies uniqueness for x > x ^: All signals x > x ^ imply the same beliefs, so U ( (x) jx) is constant on (^ x; x]. Because n 1



!(



(x)) = (G! (x))



is strictly increasing,



for all x > x ^, with n = nh = n` . This and the continuity of



at



x ^ imply U0 ,



X



Pr (!jx) (G! (^ x))n



1



(v!



(x)) = lim U ( (^ x + ") jx). "!0



!2f`;hg



Since



(x) is unique, so is U0 . Finally, for x > x ^,



solution to the indi¤erence condition X U0 = Pr (!jx) (G! (x))n



1



(v!



(37)



(x) is determined as the unique



(x))



for x > x ^.



(38)



!2f`;hg



8.6



Computing the Bidding Equilibria of Ordinary Auctions



Calculation of



for Figure 1.



The bidding strategies in the …gures are computed as follows. First, via (35) and (36). Then, U0 is computed via (37). Finally,



(x) is computed



(x) for x > x ^ is derived from



(38). Calculation of the c.d.f. for Figure 2. The winning bid is



(x) with probability (G! (^ x))n . For x > x ^, the probability that



the winning bid is below



(x) is (G! (x))n . Therefore, for bids above above



(x), the



n



graph of the c.d.f. of the winning bid is simply the path of h (x) ; (G! (x)) ix2[^x;x] , with calculated as above.
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